
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welcome to Capital OTB's FREE ONLINE "Knockout Challenge" Handicapping Contest. Please read the 
directions and the racing information available at www.capitalotb.com. 

 
1. One entry per person, per email address. Contestants submitting multiple entries will be disqualified. 

Contestants must wager through their CAPITAL BETS accounts to be eligible for prizes. All entries must 
be submitted by THE SECOND RACE. 

 
2. Capital OTB reserves the right to change the contest track in advance due to extreme weather conditions, 

cancellation of the racing card, or other factors at the discretion of Capital OTB marketing staff. 
 

3. Each contestant must select a single horse which they feel, will finish in the money (1st, 2nd, or 3rd place) 
for the contest races. If your selection is scratched before the race, you will automatically inherit the post time 

favorite. Contestants will automatically be disqualified for failure to select a runner or entry in each race. 
 

4. If your selection finishes in the money for the first contest race your entry is live, and you’ll continue onto 
the next race. If your horse fails to finish in the money (1st, 2nd or 3rd) you are eliminated from the contest. 

This format will continue throughout the contest races. The contestant(s) still “alive” and, with highest 
cumulative show price total, will be determined the winners. 

 
5. Tiebreakers – If there is more than 1 contestant alive after the last race the 1 grand-prize winner will be 
determined by the total amount of money earned in the show pool (the total of show prices for all contest 

races, based on a $2 show wager). If a tie still exists, one entry, from the tied entries, will be drawn at random 
by OTB Marketing staff and declared the winner. 

 
6. In the event that a race does not offer show wagering, ALL live contestants from the previous race will 

advance to the following race in the contest. (For example, If 30 patrons are "alive" after Race 4, and Race 5 
does NOT offer show wagering, then all 30 patrons will move on to Race 6). If there is no show wagering in the 

final contest race the winner will be determined from the contestants alive after the 2nd to last race. 
 

7. Capital OTB reserves the right to interpret and make all determinations as to the rules of this contest. 
Rulings are final and may not be challenged or appealed. Capital OTB employees are not eligible. 

 
8. "Knockout" PAYOUTs ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

• Winner - $75 account deposit 
. Runner Up - $25 account deposit 

**ALL CONTEST WINNINGS ARE NON-TRANSFERRABLE** 

http://www.capitalotb.com/

